
   

 

RESULTS OF SOFACO CALL FOR PROPOSALS BATCH NO.4  

SPECIAL COVID-19/INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS 
__________________________ 

 

No. Last name First name Country Title of the proposal 

1 LILANI Kisting  NAMIBIA “Beneath the Surface”: music album on the theme 
of mental illnesses caused by Covid 19 

2 DE SOUZA Blanche BENIN « Carnaval Bouriyan et Retour sur scène de Rek-
SOUZA »: event focused on enhancing the 
Buryyan rhythm 

3 TAVARES CORREIA  Maria da Graça CABO VERDE Promotion of local crafts as a means of 
empowering women 

4 SOOKOOL Lorin SOUTH AFRICA « A Muntus »: dance performance that tells the 
overall experience of mourning through a personal 
story and an expression specific to the local cultural 
and socio-political context 

5 AKPLOGAN Anne Marie BENIN « Confusion »: painting exhibition inspired by the 
days of anguish and loneliness following the 
aftermath of Covid 19 

6 MAGNE TAMO Christelle  CAMEROON « Our heritage is WE »: documentary series on 
funerals, folk dances and traditional crafts in 
Bamileke country 

7 DIAMA Jeanne MALI « Mon coronavirus 2.0 »: theatrical creation in the 
form of an interior monologue on confinement 

8 NAOUELE Antonia CAMEROON « Anyang »: dance performance aimed at 
strengthening solidarity, brotherhood and altruism 
between men in this challenging time 

9 CHAMEKH Ferdaws TUNISIA « Dans ma peau »: In-situ personal exhibition, 
which will be produced using ceramics in a 
historical monument, symbolic of the Medenine 
region 

10 FODIO Abenan Adjara Ouattara CÔTE D'IVOIRE « Confinée pour être inspirée »: residency to write 
a documentary on the setbacks of illegal 
immigration 

11 BEKUMA Kenea ETHIOPIA Maintenance and creation of jobs at home for 
young semi-skilled or low-skilled women (especially 
single mothers) during a pandemic 

12 KABRE Adjaratou BURKINA FASO « Blogging DJ au féminin »: production and 
distribution of videos on the profession of female 
DJ-ing, in an environment generally dominated by 
men 

13 KAVUNUAKO Bafuanga Simao ANGOLA « Master class: Quand la terre change de nature et 
de couleur »: educational project demonstrating 
ceramics as an art, much more sculptural than 
functional 

14 NDAO Oumar SENEGAL « Réussir au Sénégal c’est possible » : video clip 
aimed at denouncing the impasse of illegal 
immigration and encouraging young people to 
invest in their place of residence 

15 GANAFANA Sipho Jacob SOUTH AFRICA « I CARE »: creative platforms in digital arts and 
design, to encourage young people to develop new 
behaviors and build healthy relationships to reduce 
the risk of gender-based violence 

16 LUXIMAN Noël Cyril MAURITIUS « Book Publication »: publication of three 
storytelling books with illustrations, in French and in 
Mauritian Creole 

17 HODARI Saïd COMOROS « L’arbre de vie » : short fictional film on the 
environment, aiming to show the consequences of 
our actions on the terrestrial globe to allow man to 
be reconciled with the earth 



 
No. Last name First name Country Title of the proposal 

18 LOA Min-Yé Noël Bilo CÔTE D'IVOIRE « Pandémie dans la tradition »: film on intangible 
heritage, dance in a pandemic period 
 

19 SY Yidar Mohamed MAURITANIA « Jaari & koli »: music album combining ancestral 
Fulani culture and the contemporary world, with a 
view to transmitting cultural value and perpetuating 
knowledge preserved orally since the dawn of time 
 

20 BOUBACAR SOULEY Salifou NIGER « Taïmako »:  in Hausa means "to reach out to 
someone". Contemporary dance solo, which 
exposes the socio-educational, political and cultural 
aspects of human daily life 
 

21 ATIKPO Roger TOGO « THEmoign’âge » : short-documentary which 
gives Togolese theatrical actors the opportunity to 
comment on the impact of the pandemic on their 
careers, their daily life as well as their perception of 
the future 
 

22 KABORE Abdou Wahabou Harouna BURKINA FASO « Ouaga sans COVID »: humorous videos inspired 
by facts of Burkinabè society in the context of 
Covid 19 and which will also raise awareness about 
compliance with barrier measures 
 

23 ELADOUANI Rachid MOROCCO « Artpandemic »: creation of a drama therapy play 
through the realization of theater and body 
expression workshops, to retrace the experiences 
of a group of professional theater artists in 
Morocco, following the Covid-19 pandemic 
 

24 REOUNODJI BOMIA Amos TCHAD « L’œil du citoyen »: Through an audiovisual 
production and a radio project, questions of peace 
and security will be addressed by local young 
people who will give their own analyzes of the 
situation and make proposals 
 

25 BALLO Oboubé Yannick Brice Emérick BENIN « Enfance Volée »: workshops in schools aimed at 
educating children about Covid 19 
 

26 KANGA Hippolitte BURKINA FASO « Beogo »: play in the Moré language referring as 
much to the health as to the security situation. 
Perspective of two generations 
 

27 HAMZA  Moshood GHANA « Slow »: two-part project of a very intimate 
photographic work emphasizing the period of 
solitude during the health situation 
 
 

28 SAKALA Brian ZAMBIA “You Can Achieve Your Dreams”: music album 
dealing with the impact of Covid 19, HIV / AIDS, 
early marriage, human rights, sexual violence, 
political violence, love, etc. 
 
 

29 ONIBIYO Samuel Ekundayo NIGERIA « Succumb Covid »: audiovisual production to raise 
awareness about the pandemic and involve both 
health personnel, communities and authorities in 
information work, the adoption of attitudes and 
measures to overcome it 
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30 MPADIRE Haman UGANDA « Kumbe Arts Project »: changing public space and 
community workshop focused on problem solving 
through dance, speaking, music and theater 
 

31 BALLO Ibrahim MALI « Flamme des ancêtres »: installation of a wall of 
light with 1,200 shea oil lamps, reminiscent of the 
way of lighting of the ancients 
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